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SUMMARY
Epigenetic evolution occurs over million-year timescales in Cryptococcus neoformans and is mediated by
DNMT5, the first maintenance type cytosine methyltransferase identified in the fungal or protist kingdoms,
the first dependent on adenosine triphosphate (ATP), and the most hemimethyl-DNA-specific enzyme known.
Tounderstand thesenovel properties,wesolvedcryo-EMstructuresofCnDNMT5 in threestates. Thesestudies
reveal an elaborate allosteric cascade in which hemimethylated DNA binding first activates the SNF2 ATPase
domain by a large rigid body rotationwhile the target cytosine partially flips out of the DNA duplex. ATP binding
then triggers striking structural reconfigurations of the methyltransferase catalytic pocket to enable cofactor
binding, completion of base flipping, and catalysis. Bound unmethylated DNA does not open the catalytic
pocket and is instead ejected upon ATP binding, driving high fidelity. This unprecedented chaperone-like,
enzyme-remodeling role of the SNF2 ATPase domain illuminates how energy is used to enable faithful epige-
netic memory.
INTRODUCTION

Maintenancemethylationof hemimethylatedCpGsites produced

by DNA replication is the key to faithful epigenetic inheritance of

genomic methylation patterns (Hashimoto et al., 2008). The pro-

cess is mediated by maintenance DNA methyltransferases

(DNMTs) (DNMT1 in animals and MET1 in plants) that recognize

hemimethylated DNA (hmDNA) produced by DNA replication.

There is almost nothing known about such processes in the two

other eukaryotic kingdoms,namely Fungi andProtista,whichhar-

bor millions of species. The fungal epigenetic inheritance of DNA

methylation patterns was demonstrated in the 1990s in the asco-

mycete Ascobolus immersus (Rossignol and Faugeron, 1995),

although the maintenance enzyme responsible was never identi-

fied.We recently demonstrated thatDNMT5, aDNMT required for

CpGmethylation in the human pathogenic basidiomycete fungus

Cryptococcus neoformans (Huff and Zilberman, 2014), is a main-

tenance enzyme, the first cytosineDNMT tobe characterizedbio-

chemically in the kingdom Fungi or Protista (Catania et al., 2020;

Dumesic et al., 2020). DNMT5 is required for full virulence of

C. neoformans, indicating an important function (Liu et al., 2008)

and making it a potential drug target to inhibit infection (Huff

and Zilberman, 2014). Amazingly,C. neoformans does not harbor

a de novo enzyme because the gene for the de novo enzymewas

lost in anancestor that livedat least 50million years (Catania et al.,

2020). Methylation is maintained by an epigenetic evolution
1186 Molecular Cell 82, 1186–1198, March 17, 2022 ª 2022 The Auth
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mechanism that involves replication of methylation patterns by

DNMT5, rare epimutations, and natural selection (Catania et al.,

2020). Biochemically, DNMT5 is unusual, in that it harbors an

SNF2 ATPase domain and requires ATP for DNA methylation

(Catania et al., 2020; Dumesic et al., 2020). Moreover, it displays

absolute specificity for hmDNA in vitro (Dumesic et al., 2020),

much greater than mammalian DNMT1, which shows consider-

able methyltransferase (MTase) activity on unmethylated DNA

(umDNA) in vitro (Pradhanetal., 1997, 1999;TollefsbolandHutch-

ison, 1997) and even in vivo (Arand et al., 2012; Biniszkiewicz

et al., 2002; Li et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020).

To understand the mechanisms underlying the ATP depen-

dence and exquisite specificity, we solved cryo-EM structures

of DNMT5 in the apo state, in a binary complex with hemimethy-

lated DNA, and a quaternary complex with added nonhydrolyz-

able ATP analog, AMP-PNP, and S-adenosylmethionine (SAM)

reaction product, S-adenosylhomocysteine (SAH). These struc-

tures together with biochemical assays reveal a remarkable

cascade, in which hmDNA recognition triggers partial base flip-

ping of the target cytosine that is accompanied by a dramatic

allosteric movement in the ATPase domain. This is then followed

by nucleotide binding by the ATPase domain, which leads to cat-

alytic loop insertion and the completion of substrate base flip-

ping together with restructuring of the catalytic pocket to enable

cofactor binding. In addition, ATP binding also licenses ejection

of nonspecifically bound umDNA. Overall, these studies illustrate
ors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Cryo-EM structure of DNMT5 in

the apo state

(A) Color-coded domain architecture and

numbering of DNMT5.

(B) MTase activity of DNMT5 on umDNA and

hmDNA substrates at the 4-h time point. Error bars

represent SD; n = 4.

(C) Ribbon representation of the cryo-EM struc-

ture of DNMT5 in the apo state.

(D) The relative alignments of flip out and allosteric

loops in the TRD of DNMT5.

(E) A hydrogen-bond network locks the allosteric

loop through interaction with the TRD.

See also Figures S1 and S2.
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a fundamentally novel signal transduction role for an SNF2

ATPase in an allosteric cascade that supports the remarkable

specificity of DNMT5 for hmDNA, a property that is likely critical

for epigenome maintenance over million-year timescales.

RESULTS

Overall structure of DNMT5
We expressed near full-length DNMT5 (Figure 1A) including all its

structured domains (residues 58 to 2,377) in insect cells. This

truncated protein displays remarkable specificity for hmDNA

like full-length DNMT5, with no detectable MTase activity on

umDNA or on hmDNA in the absence of ATP (Figure 1B). A 36

base pair (bp) DNA containing a single hemimethylated CpG

site (Figure 2A) was incubated with DNMT5 supplemented with

AMP-PNP and SAH. It was then subjected to gel filtration purifi-

cation and used for single-particle cryo-EM studies.

We obtained two structures through masked 3D classification

with partial signal subtraction (Bai et al., 2015) (Figure S1A), one

ofwhich isDNMT5alone (apo-DNMT5)at 3.3 Å resolution (Figures

1C, S1B, and S1C; Table 1) and the second composed of DNMT5

andhmDNA (binary complex) at 3.1 Å resolution (Figures 2B,S1B,
Molecular
and S1D; Table 1). Side-chain densities of

most residues in the binary complex map

were clearly resolved, allowing de novo

model building (Figure S2A). The apo-

DNMT5 structure was solved based on

the binary complex model (Figure S2B).

TheN-terminal chromodomain lacks clear

density in both the apo and binary com-

plex maps, reflecting its flexible orienta-

tion relative to the other domains. Den-

sities of AMP-PNP and SAH are absent

in both maps, suggesting dissociation

during gel filtration purification.

DNMT5 folds into a compact structure

with a ring-like topology (Figure 1C). The

MTase domain is folded into two subdo-

mains, labeled catalytic domain (CD)

and target recognition domain (TRD).

The TRD consists of three a-helices and

two loops, designated as the flip out

and allosteric loops (Figure 1D). The
side chain of Q668 is stabilized by a hydrogen-bond network

with Q673 and N665, whereas S667 interacts through hydrogen

bonds with N669 and R638 (Figure 1D). On the back of the TRD,

the allosteric loop is locked in place by two a-helices (Ta1 and

Ta3) through a hydrogen-bond network involving A618, E637,

and W590 (Figure 1E).

A long rigid a-helix connects the CD and the first RING zinc-

finger domain (RING1). The ATPase domain can be delineated

into two lobes (lobe 1 and lobe 2). Lobe 1 contains an a/b region

and the firstRecA-likedomain (RecA1) (Figure1C).N-andC-termi-

nal insertions of RecA1 make close contacts with the CD and

contribute to the extension of the b-sheet in the a/b region (Fig-

ure S2C). Lobe 2 consists of the second RecA-like domain

(RecA2) and an inserted region including an a-helical domain

(HD) and the second RING zinc-finger domain (RING2) (Figures

1A and 1C). The MTase domain, RING1, and lobe 1 compose the

right segment, whereas lobe 2 forms the left segment of DNMT5.

Methylated CpG dinucleotide recognition
hmDNA bindswithin a cleft between the HD and CD, with the TRD

accessing the DNA through major groove (Figure 2B). In total,

13-bp of the 36-bp DNA encompassing the hemimethylated
Cell 82, 1186–1198, March 17, 2022 1187
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Figure 2. Cryo-EM structure of the DNMT5

binary complex with hmDNA

(A) The sequence of hmDNA including intermo-

lecular contacts with DNMT5.

(B) Ribbon representation of the cryo-EM struc-

ture of the DNMT5 binary complex with hmDNA.

(C) 5mC recognition by the TRD.

(D) mC70 induced conformational change of N669

and Q668 on binary complex formation.

(E) Partial flip out of the target cytosine C6 as a

result of the interactions between the TRD and

hmDNA.

(F) Fluorescence polarization (FP) assays of FAM-

labeled hmDNA and umDNA with an increasing

amount of DNMT5. Error bars represent SD; n = 3.

(G) The partial flip out of the target cytosine C6.

(H) Interactions of DNMT5 with the phosphate

backbone of the hmDNA-methylated strand.

See also Figures S1, S2, and S3.
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CpG site are visible in the binary complex map, implying that the

remaining flanking dsDNA is flexible and does not form stable

contacts with the ATPase domain.

Sequence-specific intermolecular contacts between DNMT5

andhmDNA (Figure 2A) aremade through theTRD.DNMT5 recog-

nizes the5mC (mC70) by a hydrogenbondbetween themain-chain

carbonyl of S667 and the N4 of mC70 base (Figure 2C), which con-
fers preference of 5mC over thymine. The 5-methyl group of mC70

isaccommodated inashallowbasicpocketwithin theTRD(Figures

2CandS3A). Sucha5mCaccommodation is inmarkedcontrast to

the corresponding pocket in the structure of the DNMT1-hmDNA

complex, where the methyl group of 5mC is anchored within a hy-

drophobic concave surface (Song et al., 2012). This suggests a

different 5mC recognition mechanism in DNMT5.

Structural comparisonof apo-DNMT5and its binary complex re-

veals that the side chain of N669 occupies the methyl binding

pocket in apo-DNMT5 (Figures 2D and S3B). The binding of

mC70 shifts the side chain of N669 away from thepocket to interact

with theTa1helix ofTRD (Figure 2C).Theconformational changeof

N669 in turn releases the side chain of Q668 from interactions with

Q673 and N665 (Figure 2D), thereby positioning Q668 for recogni-

tion of the orphan guanine G60 in themethylated CpG dinucleotide

(Figure2E). In thecaseof binding toumDNA, the sidechain ofN669
1188 Molecular Cell 82, 1186–1198, March 17, 2022
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cannot be shifted away to initiate orphan

guanine recognition. DNMT5 shows

about 4-fold binding preference for

hmDNA over umDNA of identical

sequence (Figure 2F). The Hill slopes of

the fitted curves are about 1.8, suggesting

positive cooperativity and additional allo-

steric conformational changes induced

by hmDNA and umDNA binding that

further facilitate DNA interaction.

A novel partial flip out of the target
cytosine
The side chain of R672 penetrates deep

into the DNA duplex forming a hydrog
bond with the deoxyribose sugar oxygen of C50, with the gua

dinium group sandwiched by the G60 and C50 bases (Figure 2

The target cytosine (C6) partially flips out of the DNA duplex, o

ented �70� from its pairing position (Figure 2G), which is th

stabilized by a hydrogen bondwith theG5 phosphate (Figure 2

C684 is in the proximity of the 5-carbon of the target cytosine p

rimidine ring (distance of 4.0 Å) (Figure 2E). It appears that C6

is positioned to sense the methylation state of the target cyt

sine, as a methyl group at 5-carbon would introduce steric h

drance. Interestingly, C684 is not the catalytic cysteine that in

ates the methylation reaction.

Thispartially flipped-out state is strikinglydifferent from the fu

flipped-out state observed in other DNMTs or proteins and e

zymes involved in writing, reading, and erasing modified bas

(Hong and Cheng, 2016; Klimasauskas et al., 1994). The part

base flipping does not require ATP because the target cytosi

adopted the same partial flipped-out conformation in the cry

EM structure of DNMT5 solved by incubation with hmDNA a

SAM but without AMP-PNP (designated pseudoternary compl

solved at 3.7 Å resolution; Table 1) (Figure S3C). Notably, SA

density was not observed in the pseudoternary complex map.

DNMT5 makes sequence-specific contacts only within t

methylated CpG dinucleotide of bound hmDNA (Figure 2A



Table 1. Statistics of cryo-EM data collection and model refinement

Apo-DNMT5 Binary complex Quaternary complex Pseudoternary complex

Data collection and processing

Microscope Titan Krios G2 Titan Krios G2 Titan Krios G2

Detector Gatan K3 Gatan K3 Gatan K3

Magnification (3) 22,500 22,500 22,500

Voltage (kV) 300 300 300

Electron exposure (e�/Å2) 53 53 53

Exposure rate (e�/pixel/s) 20 20 20

Number of frames per movie 40 40 40

Defocus range (mm) �1.0 to �2.5 �1.0 to �2.5 �1.0 to �2.5

Pixel size (Å) 1.064 1.064 1.064

Micrographs (collected/used) 3,185/1,362 6,169/2,608 3,510/2,250

Total extracted particles (no.) 1,323,972 2,439,273 1,833,397

Refined particles (no.) 325,656 87,829 117,289

Final particles (no.) 72,216 78,477 23,621 50,146

Resolution (global)

FSC 0.5 (unmasked/masked, Å) 3.9/3.6 3.5/3.2 4.1/3.7 3.9/3.8

FSC 0.143 (unmasked/masked, Å) 3.3/3.3 3.1/3.0 3.6/3.5 3.7/3.7

Map sharpening B factor (Å2) �66.47 �63.72 �69.86 �95.46

Refinement

Initial model used binary complex de novo binary complex binary complex

Refinement package Phenix Phenix Phenix Phenix

Model resolution 3.60 3.19 3.68 3.82

FSC threshold 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Map correlation coefficient 0.80 0.85 0.82 0.82

Model composition

Nonhydrogen atoms 14,500 14,979 15,239 14,359

Protein residues 1,834 1,830 1,881 1,752

Nucleotide 0 25 18 25

Ligands 5 5 7 5

B factor (Å2)

Protein residues 59.58 50.87 43.96 45.05

Nucleotide � 64.34 88.8 58.32

Ligands 101.64 79.75 36.09 87.17

RMS deviations

Bond lengths (Å) 0.008 0.008 0.003 0.010

Bond angles (�) 1.000 0.779 0.763 0.994

Validation

MolProbity score 2.10 2.11 2.11 2.06

Clashscore 11.56 11.71 13.30 11.11

Rotamer outliers (%) 0.06 0.38 0.25 0.00

Cb outliers (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ramachandran plot

Favored (%) 90.98 91.97 93.03 91.74

Allowed (%) 9.02 8.03 6.97 8.26

Disallowed (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

PDB code 7R76 7R77 7R78 7T02

EMDB code EMD-24292 EMD-24294 EMD-24295 EMD-25577
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Figure 3. Conformational changes in DNMT5 induced by hmDNA binding

(A and B) hmDNA binding induces conformational changes that expand the right segment (A) and rotate the left segment of DNMT5 (B).

(C) hmDNA recognition by the TRD releases the allosteric loop.

(D) Interactions between the allosteric loop and RING2, as well as between RING1 and RING2.

(E) The hmDNA-induced conformational changes stabilized by interactions between the TRD and HD, as well as between the HD and hmDNA.

See also Figure S3.
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consistent with the lack of flanking sequence preference

(Catania et al., 2020; Dumesic et al., 2020). hmDNA is further

anchored by nonsequence-specific intermolecular interactions

with DNMT5 (Figures 2H and S3D). R2036 from the HD makes

direct contact with the hmDNA backbone (Figure 2H).

hmDNA induces profound conformational changes
in DNMT5
Two views of the superposition of the structures of apo-DNMT5

and the binary complex are shown in Figures 3A and 3B. The

binding of hmDNA induces profound conformational changes

in DNMT5, primarily observed within the left segment (Video

S1). The sequence-specific recognitions by the flip-out loop (Fig-

ure 2E) facilitate the Ta1 and Ta3 helices of TRD to move closer

to the DNA (Figure 3C). These movements disrupt the hydrogen-

bond network locking the allosteric loop in the apo-DNMT5

structure (Figures 1E and S3E). The released allosteric loop

contacts RING2, and RING1 also interacts with RING2 (Fig-

ure 3D). As a result, the left segment of DNMT5 undergoes a sub-

stantial �25� clockwise rigid body rotation on binary complex

formation (Figures 3B and S3F), in which the two zinc atoms in

the RING2 move by 24.9 and 16.7 Å, respectively (Figure S3G).

The rotated conformation is further stabilized by interactions be-

tween the TRD and HD as well as between hmDNA and R2036

from the HD (Figure 3E).
1190 Molecular Cell 82, 1186–1198, March 17, 2022
hmDNA binding also impacts on the right segment of DNMT5,

with the CD and RING1 moving upward, the a/b region moving

toward the right, and the RecA1 moving downward (see arrows

in Figure 3A).

hmDNA binding overcomes autoinhibition in the SNF2
ATPase domain
DNMT5 exhibits a basal ATPase activity of approximately

1 min�1, which can be stimulated �9-fold by hmDNA (Dumesic

et al., 2020). The comparable binding affinities of DNMT5 with

AMP-PNPwithout andwith hmDNA (Figure S3H) cannot account

for the stimulation. Structural analysis shows that the ATPase

domain adopts an autoinhibitory conformation in the apo-

DNMT5 structure. The Ra3 helix from RecA1 is in a face-to-

face position with the Ra13 helix from RecA2 (Figure 4A) that

would introduce a steric clash between the two RecA-like do-

mains following formation of an ATP-induced closed conforma-

tion. The hmDNA-induced rigid body rotation moves the Ra13

helix away, thereby realigning the two RecA-like domains to

allow domain closure for hydrolyzing ATP (Figure 4A). We

mutated the Ra13 helix to a GGS-rich loop (GSmutant) to relieve

the autoinhibition. Indeed, the autoinhibitory effect was allevi-

ated by �3.5-fold relative to wild-type (WT) DNMT5 in the

absence of DNA (Figure 4B). The E637A mutant, which should

facilitate release of the allosteric loop (Figure 1E), also increased
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Figure 4. hmDNA stimulates ATPase activ-

ity, whereas MTase activity remains sup-

pressed on binary complex formation

(A) The realignment of the two RecA-like domains

induced by hmDNA binding.

(B and C) ATPase activity assay of wild-type (WT)

and mutants of DNMT5 in the absence of DNA (B)

and in the presence of hmDNA (C). Error bars

represent SD; n = 4. * Indicates p value < 0.01 in

relation to the WT data (B) or WT in the presence

of hemimethylated DNA data (C). n.s., not statis-

tically significant.

(D) Structural comparison of the DNMT5 binary

complex with the M.HhaI ternary complex with

hmDNA and SAH (PDB: 5MHT).

(E and F) Ribbon (top) and electrostatic surface

(bottom) representation of the catalytic pockets in

the DNMT5 binary complex (E) and in the M.HhaI

ternary complex (PDB: 5MHT) (F).

(G) ITC curves of SAH titrated into DNMT5 with

indicated DNA or ligands. ND, not detectable.

See also Figures S3 and S4.
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the basal ATPase activity �2.5-fold (Figure 4B). These biochem-

ical data support our ‘‘activation by rotation’’ model for ATPase

activation.

We next mutated key residues involved in hmDNA recognition

to test their impact on hmDNA-stimulated ATPase activity (Fig-

ure 4C). The ATPase activity of the N669G/Q673A double

mutant, whose side chain cannot be shifted away to interact

with the Ta1 helix (Figure 2C), is least stimulated by hmDNA,

even though the lock involving the Q668 side chain is weakened

by the Q673A mutation. Disruption of the orphan guanine

recognition through Q668A mutation (Figure 2E) reduces the

ATPase activity �2-fold. Mutation of R672, which facilitates

the partial flip out of the target cytosine through insertion into

the duplex (Figure 2E), results in a 4-fold ATPase activity

decrease. The ATPase activity of the R2036A mutant could

not be effectively stimulated by hmDNA due to the disruption

of the interaction between the HD and hmDNA backbone (Fig-

ure 2H). Replacement of the C684 that is positioned to sense

the methylation state of the target cytosine by glycine (Figure 2E)
Molecular
reduces the ATPase activity more than

3-fold. These data are consistent with

the structural analysis.

The MTase is inactive in the binary
complex
A DALI (Holm, 2020) search using

the structure of the MTase domain in

the DNMT5 binary complex revealed

HhaI methyltransferase (M.HhaI, PDB:

3EEO) as the top hit (Z score 25.2). Struc-

tural alignment shows that the structure of

DNMT5MTase domain in the binary com-

plex superposes well with the M.HhaI

ternary complex with hmDNA and SAH

(O’Gara et al., 1996), with an RMSD of

3.0 Å for 140 Ca atoms (Figure 4D). How-
ever, the positions of hmDNA are strikingly different, with the

5mC-G step in the DNMT5 binary complex positioning 4 Å above

that in theM.HhaI ternary complex (Figure 4D), such that the cata-

lytic loopofDNMT5cannot insert into theDNAduplex,withmostof

the loop invisible due to flexibility.

Notably, a small visible segment of the catalytic loop is stabi-

lized by a hydrogen-bond network involving T438, C353, S439,

and T462 in the DNMT5 binary complex (Figure 4E, top). We

compared the catalytic pocket of the MTase domain in the

DNMT5 binary complexwith its counterpart in theM.HhaI ternary

complex (Figure 4F). The side chains of the small visible segment

of the catalytic loop in the DNMT5 binary complex would intro-

duce steric clashes with the bound SAH (Figure 4E, bottom),

thereby preventing cofactor binding. Indeed, no binding was de-

tectedwhen SAHwas titrated into hmDNA preincubated DNMT5

without AMP-PNP monitored by isothermal titration calorimetry

(ITC) (Figure 4G). This finding is also consistent with the absence

of SAM density in the pseudoternary complex map. The majority

of the catalytic loop is also invisible in apo-DNMT5, and the small
Cell 82, 1186–1198, March 17, 2022 1191
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Figure 5. Cryo-EM structure of the DNMT5

quaternary complex

(A) Ribbon representation of the cryo-EM struc-

ture of the DNMT5 quaternary complex with

hmDNA, AMP-PNP, and SAH.

(B) The closed conformation of the ATPase

domain induced by AMP-PNP binding.

(C) AMP-PNP-mediated interactions with RecA1

and RecA2 domains.

(D) Hydrogen bonding interactions between

RecA1 and RecA2 domains.

See also Figures S5 and S6.
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visible catalytic loop segment acts as a lid to close the catalytic

pocket blocking SAM access to both apo-DNMT5 (Figure S3I)

and its binary complex (Figure 4E). These findings provide a

mechanistic explanation for no MTase activity for the binary

complex in the absence of ATP (Figure 1B). Interestingly, the res-

idues forming the hydrogen-bond network (Figure 4E) locate in

the conserved motifs I-V (Figure S4) of DNA cytosine-5 methyl-

transferases that are responsible for SAM binding (Kumar

et al., 1994; Lauster et al., 1989; Pósfai et al., 1989). This indi-

cates that DNMT5 may regulate the SAM binding to achieve ul-

trahigh specificity.

AMP-PNP binding induces a closed conformation in the
ATPase domain
The limited binding preference for hmDNA and ATPase activity

stimulation cannot explain the remarkable specificity of DNMT5.

To further investigate molecular mechanisms underlying the

remarkable specificity, wegeneratedDNMT5quaternary complex

by incubation with hmDNA, AMP-PNP, and SAH, followed by

direct loading on the cryo-EMgridswithout further gel filtration pu-

rification. The quaternary complex structure was solved at 3.5 Å

resolution with the densities for AMP-PNP and SAH readily trace-

able (Figures 5A and S5; Table 1).

The two RecA-like domains form a closed conformation upon

AMP-PNP binding, with the cleft between the two domains clos-

ing around the bound ATP analog (Figure 5B). AMP-PNP binds

primarily within RecA1, with residues from RecA2 contributing

to recognition (Figure 5C). RecA1 contains the classic Q, I, II,
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and III motifs, whereas RecA2 contains

the IV, V, and VI motifs (Fairman-Williams

et al., 2010) (Figure S6). K1469 and

T1470 of motif I are hydrogen bonded

to the a- and b-phosphates of AMP-

PNP, whereas D1725 and E1726 of motif

II coordinate the Mg2+ cation positioned

between the b- and g-phosphates (Fig-

ure 5C). R2268 and R2265 of motif VI

are coordinated to the g-phosphate.

The adenosine ring of AMP-PNP is

sandwiched through stacking with a tyro-

sine (Y2269) frommotif VI in one direction

and with the Q-motif, with which it forms

intermolecular contacts, in the opposite

direction (Figure 5C). A similar stacking
platformsandwiching theadenine ringofcofactor isalsoobserved

in SF1 helicases, except that the aromatic residue is located in

motif IIIa (Fairman-Williams et al., 2010). Such a two-directional

sandwiching interaction appears to facilitate the ATPase domain

to adopt a closed conformationmore effectively in the ATP bound

form. By contrast, a conserved tyrosine is positioned within the

Q-motif of ISW1andSWR1 (Figure S6), which are nucleosome re-

modelers of the SNF2 family and whose structures have been re-

ported in complex with nucleosome core particles (Willhoft et al.,

2018;Yanetal., 2019), therefore enabling stacking fromonedirec-

tion. In addition to the AMP-PNP-mediated interactions between

the two RecA-like domains, residues from both domains also

form direct hydrogen-bond interactions (Figure 5D).

We also compared the ATPase domains of DNMT5, ISW1. and

SWR1. The key residues, locating within Ia-c, IV, IVa, V, and Va

motifs, that are required for DNA binding in chromatin remodel-

ers (Fairman-Williams et al., 2010) are not conserved in DNMT5

(Figure S6). In addition, no density of interacting DNA is observed

near the ATPase domain in the maps of both DNMT5 binary and

quaternary complexes. Further, the isolated ATPase domain did

not display DNA binding in vitro in our earlier study (Dumesic

et al., 2020). These data suggest that the ATPase domain of

DNMT5 does not harbor DNA binding capacity.

SNF2ATPase domain closure allosterically activates the
MTase domain
The closed conformation of ATPase domain formed upon AMP-

PNP binding changes the relative orientation of RecA1 and
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Figure 6. AMP-PNP binding to the ATPase

domain activates the DNMT5 MTase

domain

(A) Conformational changes induced by AMP-PNP

binding on proceeding from the DNMT5 binary

complex to the quaternary complex.

(B) Conformational changes in the catalytic pocket

on proceeding from the DNMT5 binary complex

(without bound SAH, in silver) to the quaternary

complex (contains bound SAH, in color) (top) and

electrostatic surface representation of the cata-

lytic pocket in the quaternary complex (bottom).

(C) Insertion of the catalytic loop into hmDNA and

the complete base flipping of target cytosine.

(D) Positioning of SAH within the MTase domain

and its alignment relative to the target cytosine C6

and catalytic cysteine C440.

(E) Overlay of the hmDNA frombinary (in silver) and

quaternary (in color) complexes.

(F) FP assays of hmDNA and umDNA (FAM-

labeled) preincubated DNMT5 with an increasing

amount of AMP-PNP. Error bars represent SD;

n = 3.

(G) Structural comparison of the DNMT5 quater-

nary complex with the M.HhaI ternary complex

(PDB: 5MHT).

(H) MTase activity of DNMT5 WT and mutants on

the hmDNA substrate. Error bars represent SD; n =

4. * indicates p value < 0.01 in relation to the WT

data.

See also Figure S7.
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RecA2 (Figure 5B). These changes are propagated to both seg-

ments of DNMT5, resulting in substantial conformational changes

and an overall more compact structure (Figure 6A; Video S2)

The conformational changes associated with RecA1 propa-

gate through the RecA1 insertions to the a/b region and upward

to the MTase domain. The MTase domain is lifted by the inward

movements of a/b region such that the Ca5 helix following the

catalytic loop is raised by �8 Å, allowing the catalytic loop to

insert in the DNA duplex (Figure 6B). Notably, the catalytic loop

is visible along its entire length in the quaternary complex, in

contrast to most of it being invisible due to flexibility in the binary

complex. The side chain of N447 from the catalytic loop inserts

into hmDNA from the minor groove direction, whereas the flip-

out loop of the TRD approaches the DNA from the major groove

direction (Figure 6C). Q668 from the flip-out loop, which recog-

nized G60 in the binary complex, now shifts to stabilize the cata-
Molecular
lytic loop by forming a hydrogen bond

with N447 (Figure 6C). The target cyto-

sine C6 flips completely out of the DNA

duplex into the catalytic pocket of the

MTase domain and is further stabilized

by the side chain of R520 (Figure 6D).

Importantly, the catalytic cysteine C440

within the catalytic loop also moves

10.9 Å from its position in the binary com-

plex and locates near the target cytosine

C6 (Figure 6B; Video S2).

The insertion of the catalytic loop into
hmDNA disrupts the hydrogen bonds stabilizing its small

segment in the binary complex (Figure 4E) and opens the cata-

lytic pocket for SAH binding (Figure 6B). SAH is bound in the

proximity of the flipped-out cytosine and catalytic cysteine,

with the adenosine base hydrogen bonded to the main chain

of I388, the sugar ring hydrogen bonded to the side chains of

E387 and K392, and the carboxy tail stabilized by hydrogen

bonding with M734 (Figure 6D). The binding affinity of SAH to

DNMT5 is �15 mM in the presence of hmDNA and AMP-PNP

(Figure 4G). The MTase domain, hmDNA, and SAH in the

DNMT5 quaternary complex superpose well (RMSD of 1.6 Å

for 131 Ca atoms) with that of the M.HhaI ternary complex (Fig-

ure 6G), suggestive of a potentially productive conformation.

Single turnover MTase experiments (enzyme excess) shows

that AMP-PNP is able to induce MTase activity (Figure S7A).

This activity is not due to contaminating ATP or slow hydrolysis
Cell 82, 1186–1198, March 17, 2022 1193
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of AMP-PNP, as hydrolysis product (ADP or free phosphate)

cannot be detected even in the presence of hexokinase (Figures

S7B and S7C). However, kinetic analysis showed a �1000-fold

lower catalytic rate in the presence of AMP-PNP compared

with ATP (Figure S7D). These findings indicate that nucleotide

binding indeed places the enzyme in a conformation very close

to the fully catalytic conformation, but hydrolysis is required for

biologically meaningful activity.

Nucleotide binding ensures substrate specificity
Upon proceeding from the binary complex to the quaternary

complex, the movement of RecA2 in the left segment of

DNMT5 results in a �10� counterclockwise rotation of the rigid

HD domain (Figure 6A); this rotation generates space for move-

ment of the MTase domain and hmDNA in an upward direction

such that the hmDNA is lifted by about 2 Å (Figure 6E). This lift

and the overall compact conformation in the quaternary complex

would be a challenge for the nonspecifically bound umDNA

because of fewer contacts with DNMT5. We measured the fluo-

rescence polarization (FP) of umDNA and hmDNA (FAM-labeled)

preincubated DNMT5 with increasing amounts of AMP-PNP.

Strikingly, the polarization of the DNMT5-umDNA complex de-

creases on addition of AMP-PNP, whereas that of the DNMT5-

hmDNAcomplex isminimally affected (Figure 6F), demonstrating

that nonspecifically bound umDNA is dissociated from DNMT5

upon AMP-PNP binding. The unlabeled umDNA and hmDNA

competition FP assays with and without AMP-PNP also show

that about 60% FAM-labeled umDNA is ejected by AMP-PNP

binding resulting in a flat umDNA competition curve (Figure S7E).

By contrast, the labeled hmDNA is little affected by AMP-PNP

binding and shows a similar hmDNA competition curve with

that in absence of AMP-PNP. AMP-PNP can only mimic the pre-

hydrolytic state of ATPhydrolysis (Lacabanneet al., 2020).Our ki-

netic analysis (Figure S7D) also indicates that ATP hydrolysis is

required to enable fully activated MTase activity. ATP hydrolysis

may induce additional conformational changes to completely

eject the bound unmethylated DNA.

ITC experiments showed no detectable binding of SAH to

umDNA preincubated DNMT5 in the presence of AMP-PNP (Fig-

ure 4G). Thus, the catalytic pocket of MTase domain remains

closed with noncognate umDNA substrate, and AMP-PNP bind-

ing results in the release of the umDNA, which contrasts with

opening the catalytic pocket for hmDNA substrate. These find-

ings explain the lack ofMTase activity on umDNA in the presence

of ATP (Figure 1B). We conclude that access of SAM to the cat-

alytic pocket of DNMT5 MTase domain is controlled by its

ATPase domain which licenses hmDNA for catalysis, ejects non-

cognate umDNA and enables the system to achieve its remark-

able specificity.

Finally, to test the relevance of the structural observations, we

measured the MTase activity of DNMT5 mutants in the presence

of hmDNA (Figure 6H). Alanine mutations of residues involved in

5mC recognition or partial flip out of the target cytosine, such as

N669/Q673, Q668, and R672, exhibit predominant loss ofMTase

activity on hmDNA, emphasizing the importance of hmDNA

recognition. Disruption of the interaction between the HD and

hmDNA backbone by the R2036Amutation reduces the catalytic

activity by half relative toWT. The replacedGGS loop also shows
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lowmethylation activity. The relativeMTase activity of the N447A

mutant, which displays no defect in ATPase activity (Figure 4C),

is reduced by almost 10-fold, supporting the role for N447 inser-

tion into the DNA duplex. The C684G mutant also exhibits a

reduction in methylation activity. These data support the predic-

tions of the structural data.

DISCUSSION

DNMT5 is the only known ATP-dependent DNA cytosine-5

methyltransferase that displays exquisite specificity for hemime-

thylated DNA and, unexpectedly, mediates epigenome evolution

over million-year timescales (Dumesic et al., 2020; Catania et al,

2020). Our structural and biochemical analyses reveal a stepwise

allosteric cascade triggered by hmDNA binding that culminates

in the completion of the construction of a MTase active site.

Our studies also reveal how communication between the

ATPase and MTase domains occurs and how the remarkable

specificity of DNMT5 is achieved. We discuss below how these

communications occur at the molecular level to drive a hmDNA-

and ATP-dependent allosteric cycle and how substrate recogni-

tion impinges on this cycle at multiple steps. Together, they

provide the first structural basis for understanding faithful,

ATP-dependent epigenetic memory.

hmDNA recognition triggers a stepwise allosteric
cascade
The ATPase domain of DNMT5 exhibits low basal activity in the

absence of hmDNA substrate in which its activity is regulated by

an autoinhibitory mechanism. A pair of a-helices in the ATPase

domain are positioned to prevent RecA1 and RecA2 from form-

ing a closed conformation (Figure 7A). hmDNA is recognized by

DNMT5 through a ‘‘trigger mechanism,’’ like the first domino in a

series falling, to reposition the side chain of N669 due to contacts

by the methyl group of 5mC, which initiates the specific recogni-

tion of the orphan guanine by Q668 and subsequent conforma-

tional changes. The target cytosine is flipped partially out of

the DNA duplex such that its unmethylated state is sensed by

C684. The signal of hmDNA binding read by the MTase domain

is communicated to the ATPase domain through release of the

allosteric loop to contact with the RecA2 insertion, resulting in

a profound rigid body rotation of the left segment of DNMT5

upon binary complex formation. The rotation stimulates the

ATPase activity by realigning the two RecA-like domains capable

to form a closed conformation for ATP hydrolysis (Figure 7B).

Then, ATP binding to the ATPase domain induces formation of

a closedconformation,which is communicated toMTasedomain

mainly through the RecA1 insertions and the a/b region posi-

tioned within the right segment of DNMT5. The catalytic pocket

of MTase domain is allosterically remodeled to promote catalytic

loop insertion into the DNA duplex. The insertion opens the cata-

lytic pocket for SAM entry, facilitates complete base flipping of

the target cytosine into the active site, and brings the catalytic

cysteine into proximity to initiate methyl group transfer from

SAM (Figure 7C). ATP binding also ejects noncognate umDNA

to ensure substrate specificity. Subsequent SAM binding allows

DNAmethylation reaction toproceed (Figure 7D), andATPhydro-

lysis enables a fully catalytic conformation (Figure 7E).
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Figure 7. Model of the DNMT5-mediated methylation cycle

(A) The ATPase domain adopts an autoinhibitory conformation that restricts

DNMT5 with low basal activity in the apo state.

(B) Specific recognition of hmDNA by the MTase domain stimulates the

ATPase activity through a rigid body rotation to overcome the autoinhibitory

conformation.

(C) ATP binding to the ATPase domain remodels theMTase domain, opens the

catalytic pocket for SAM binding on the hmDNA substrate, and licenses post-

DNA-binding ejection on the umDNA substrate.

(D) Entry of SAM into the catalytic pocket.

(E) ATP is hydrolyzed, fully activating the MTase to enable methyl-transfer

from SAM.

(F) Product-bound state after catalysis.
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A stable partially flipped-out state of the target cytosine
We observed a novel stable partially flipped-out state of the

target cytosine in the binary complex (Figure 2E), which has

not been seen in other proteins and enzymes involved in writing,

reading, and erasing modified bases (Hong and Cheng, 2016;

Klimasauskas et al., 1994). A 19F NMR spectral study supported

an ensemble of flipped-out forms equilibrating between a

stacked form in the B-DNA and the completely flipped-out

form (observed in the crystal structure of the M.HhaI ternary

complex) (Klimasauskas et al., 1998). However, the flipped-out

cytosine base is dynamic and lacks a clear preferred conforma-

tion in the above study, which is different from the stable partially

flipped-out state observed in DNMT5. Methylated CpG dinucle-

otide recognition induces the target cytosine to partially flip out

of the DNA duplex. It appears that the partial flip out of target

cytosine does not need invasion of the catalytic loop into the

DNA duplex, given that the catalytic loop is invisible due to flex-

ibility in the structure of the binary complex. DNA breathing

(Chen and Prohofsky, 1995) may also play a role during partial

base flipping.

The partially flipped-out state of target cytosine is critical for

the eventual success of DNA methylation as mutations of resi-

dues involving in forming this intermediate state severely impair

MTase activity (Figure 6H). The intermediate state may lower the
free-energy barrier to achieve the completely flipped-out state. It

is worth noting that the complete cytosine base flipping in

DNMT5, not the partially flipped-out state, needs ATP binding

to the ATPase domain. The partially flipped-out cytosine might

constitute a second proofreading step following the initial 5mC

recognition to discriminate hmDNA and fully methylated

DNA (fmDNA).

The MTase domain requires remodeling to be active
Unlike other DNMTs, the activity of the MTase domain of DNMT5

is allosterically regulated by the control of methyl donor SAM

binding. Structure-based sequence alignment shows that the

MTase domain of DNMT5 contains all conserved motifs of DNA

cytosine-5 methyltransferases (Kumar et al., 1994; Lauster

et al., 1989;Pósfai et al., 1989), except some residuesubstitutions

inmotifs I-V that are responsible for SAMbinding (Figure S4). The

conserved aromatic residues in motifs I and II of M.HhaI (F18 and

W41) are replacedwith small side-chain residues (C453 and I388)

inDNMT5 (Figures4Eand4F). Additionally, hydrophobic residues

(P80 and L100) inmotifs IV andV ofM.HhaI are changed to hydro-

philic residues inDNMT5 (S439 andT462). By contrast to the tight

binding of SAM toM.HhaI during purification (Kumar et al., 1992),

these residue substitutions should weaken the binding of SAM to

DNMT5 and make the SAM binding regulatable. Importantly, the

proline in the absolutely conserved catalytic cysteine-containing

prolylcysteinyl (PC)dipeptide located inmotif IV ofM.HhaI (Kumar

et al., 1992; Lauster et al., 1989; Pósfai et al., 1989) is replaced by

S439 inDNMT5. TheS. pombeDNMT2alsohas the serine substi-

tution, which was thought to be functionally nonactive as a result

of the substitution (Pinarbasi et al., 1996). Afterward, DNMT2was

shown to be a tRNAmethyltransferase (Goll et al., 2006; Johanns-

son et al., 2018). Interestingly, these residue substitutions within

DNMT5 generates a hydrogen-bond network stabilizing part of

the catalytic loop that closes the catalytic pocket as a lid and pre-

vents SAM from binding in apo-DNMT5 and binary complex.

Sequence alignment of DNMT5 among other fungi and protists

shows that the residue substitutions observed in DNMT5 are

very conserved (Figure S7F). This suggests that the regulation

mechanism of the DNMT5 MTase domain is conserved in fungi

and protists. Additionally, hmDNA binds to DNMT5 in a position

that is higher than that observed in the M.HhaI complex (Fig-

ure 4D), resulting in the DNMT5 catalytic loop unable to insert

into the DNA duplex. These features enable the MTase domain

of DNMT5 to be subjected to regulation.

A novel enzyme-remodeling role of the SNF2 ATPase
domain
SNF2 ATPases are best known for their role as chromatin remod-

eling enzymes (Flaus et al., 2006). Here, we describe an SNF2

ATPase that remodels thecatalyticpocketof theadjoined regulat-

able MTase domain to enable remarkable substrate specificity.

Nucleotide binding to the SNF2 ATPase domain allosterically

opens the catalytic pocket in the MTase to allow SAM cofactor

binding and triggers DNAmodification specifically on the hmDNA

substrate produced by DNA replication. Importantly, umDNA

binding leads to a different outcome, in which the pocket remains

closed upon ATP binding, with umDNA instead ejected from the

enzyme-substrate complex.
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In this sense, the SNF2 ATPase domain of DNMT5 acts in a

chaperone-like manner to complete folding and positioning of

a catalytic domain into an active conformation. This active site

remodeling allows SAM access to the catalytic pocket and the

completion of base flipping into the active site. These findings

help to explain the extraordinary specificity of DNMT5, which

presumably enables it to mediate epigenetic evolution over

geological timescales (Catania et al., 2020). As DNMT5 enzymes

are found throughout the fungal and protist kingdoms, including

important photosynthetic picoeukaryotes (Huff and Zilberman,

2014; Ponger and Li, 2005), it is likely that the principles defined

here apply to many organisms, which we predict will be found to

harbor the ability to remember their past via DNA methylation,

perhaps for long periods of time. Supporting this prediction,

alignment of the relevant domains in orthologs in fungi and

protists indicate conservation of the key functional residues

described here (Figure S7F).

Multiple layered mechanisms contribute to fidelity of
epigenetic inheritance
Although the overall recruitment of DNMT5 to chromosomal re-

gions harboring H3K9me via its chromodomain, its association

with chromatin recruitment does not explain the remarkable

specificity of DNMT5 for hemimethylated DNA. Our studies

suggest that multiple, layered mechanisms contribute to this

specificity, each of which represents a previously undescribed

molecular event.

First, hemimethylated DNA triggers ‘‘activation by rotation’’ of

the SNF2 ATPase domain. As discussed above, this post-binding

event is mediated by the parental strand cytosine 5-methyl group

‘‘nudging’’ N669, triggering a series of changes in the TRD

hydrogen-bond network that result in the activation of the SNF2

ATPase domain for ATP hydrolysis. Second, the catalytic pocket

of the MTase domain is regulated by the ATPase domain, such

that it only opens upon the binding of DNMT5 to hemimethylated

DNAandATPbut remains closedwhenDNMT5 isbound tounme-

thylatedDNA.Third,ATPbinding triggersejectionofunmethylated

(noncognate) DNA, suggesting that nucleotide binding enables an

additional discrimination step, reminiscent of kinetic proofreading

in the ribosome. It is possible that noncognate substrate discard

also can occur after ATP hydrolysis but prior to catalysis, which

would enable even further discrimination. The overall picture

emerges that, combined with chromatin targeting by H3K9me,

multiple layers of substrate discrimination conspire to endow the

DNMT5 system with the ability to transmit epigenetic information

in the form of a heritable DNA modification over long timescales

(Catania et al., 2020).

Limitations of the study
The ATPase domain of DNMT5 belongs to a subgroup within the

SNF2 family that includes Rad5, Rad16, Ris1, HLTF, and

SHPRH, which are characterized by a RING finger insertion

within the RecA2-like domain (Flaus et al., 2006). SomeRING fin-

gers of this subgroup proteins exhibit E3 ubiquitin ligase activity

(Unk et al., 2010). Further study is needed to elucidate whether

the RING2 of DNMT5 harbors E3 ubiquitin ligase activity.

Transient states are not easily captured by cryo-EM. Thus,

refinement of the model shown in Figure 7 particularly the pre-
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cise conformation of the post-hydrolysis enzyme and the roles

of phosphate and ADP release will require additional structural

studies aimed at capturing intermediates coupled with further

detailed enzymological investigations.
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Bacterial and virus strains

E. coli BL21(DE3) competent cells Novagen Cat#69450-3

E. coli DH10Bac competent cells Gibco Cat#10361012

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

pFastBac HT B vector Gibco Cat#10584027

1M Tris-HCl pH8.0 Invitrogen Cat#15568-025

Sodium Chloride Fisher Cat#S640-10

b-mercaptoethanol Sigma-Aldrich Cat#M6250-100ML

DTT Gold Biotechnology Cat#DTT100
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Protease inhibitor cocktail tablets,

EDTA-free

Sigma-Aldrich Cat#S8830-20TAB

S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) Millipore-Sigma Cat# A4377

Mant-AMP-PNP Biorbyt Cat#orb63431 50 ml

Phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) Roche Cat#11359061001

Sf-900 II SFM Gibco Cat#10-902-104

Grace’s Insect Medium, supplemented Gibco Cat#11-605-094

Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit New England Biolabs Cat#E0554S

Fetal bovine serum (FBS) Gemini Cat#900-108

Microplate, 384 well, PS, F-bottom, Black,

Non-binding

Greiner Bio-one Cat#781900

Microplate, 384 well, PS, F-bottom, Black,

Med. binding

Greiner Bio-one Cat#781076

Microplate, 96 well, PS, F-bottom, Clear Greiner Bio-one Cat#655101

S-[methyl-3 H]-adenosyl-L-methionine Perkin Elmer Cat# NET155H

ATP Thermo Scientific Cat#R1441

Benzonase nuclease Millipore-Sigma Cat# E1014

Ultima Gold Perkin Elmer Cat# 6013321

Critical commercial assays

ADP-Glo Kinase Assay Promega Cat#V6930

ATPase/GTPase activity assay kit Sigma-Aldrich Cat#MAK113

Deposited data

apo-DNMT5 coordinate This paper PDB: 7R76

apo-DNMT5 map This paper EMDB: EMD-24292

DNMT5 binary complex coordinate This paper PDB: 7R77

DNMT5 binary complex map This paper EMDB: EMD-24294

DNMT5 pseudo-ternary complex

coordinate

This paper PDB: 7T02

DNMT5 pseudo-ternary complex map This paper EMDB: EMD-25577

DNMT5 quaternary complex coordinate This paper PDB: 7R78

DNMT5 quaternary complex map This paper EMDB: EMD-24295

Experimental models: Cell lines

insect cell Spodoptera frugiperda Sf9 Gibco Cat#11496015

Trichoplusia ni High Five cells Gibco Cat#B85502
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Oligonucleotides

hmDNA-F:CCATGCGCTGACACTAGA

ATTGCCTAAGACCATACA

IDT N/A

hmDNA-R:TGTATGGTCTTAGGCAAT

TCTAGTGTCAG/iMedC/GCATGG,

/iMedC/=5-methyl cytosine

IDT N/A

umDNA-R:TGTATGGTCTTAGGCAAT

TCTAGTGTCAGCGCATGG

IDT N/A

FAM-hmDNA-F:/56-FAM/CCATGCGC

TGACACTAGAATTGCCTAAG ACCA

TACA

IDT N/A

DNA_60bp_F: CATGGCCTAAGCCGGAC

TGAATGAGCAAGCTTCCGGAGAATTCT

GCCGGACTGCAGATGC

Dumesic et al., 2020 N/A

DNA_mCG_60bp_F: CATGGCCTAAGC/

iMedC/GGACTGAATGAGCAAGCTTC/

iMedC/GGAGAATTCTGC/iMedC/

GGACTGCAGATGC

Dumesic et al., 2020 N/A

Biot_DNA_60bp_Rev: 5Biosg/GCATCTGC

AGTCCGGCAGAATTCTCCGGAAGCTTG

CTCATTCAGTCCGGCTTAGGCCATG

This paper N/A

Single_mCG_60bp_Fw: CATGGCCTAAG

CaGGACTGAATGAGCAAGCTTC/iMe-dC/

GGAGAATTCTGCaGGACTGCAGATGC

Dumesic et al., 2020 N/A

Biot_SingleCG_60bp_Rev: 5Biosg/GCAT

CTGCAGTCCtGCAGAATTCTCCGGAAGC

TTGCTCATTCAGTCCtGCTTAGGCCATG

This paper N/A

Recombinant DNA

pFastBac-HTB-DNMT5 This paper N/A

pFastBac-HTB-DNMT5 E637A This paper N/A

pFastBac-HTB-DNMT5 GS loop mutant This paper N/A

pFastBac-HTB-DNMT5 Q668A This paper N/A

pFastBac-HTB-DNMT5 R672A This paper N/A

pFastBac-HTB-DNMT5 R2036A This paper N/A

pFastBac-HTB-DNMT5 N447A This paper N/A

pFastBac-HTB-DNMT5 C684G This paper N/A

pFastBac-HTB-DNMT5 N669G/Q673A This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

RELION-3 Zivanov et al., 2018 https://www3.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/relion/;

RRID: SCR_016274

Coot Emsley et al., 2010 https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/

personal/pemsley/coot/;

RRID: SCR_014222

UCSF Chimera Pettersen et al., 2004 https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/;

RRID: SCR_004097

Phenix Adams et al., 2010 https://phenix-online.org/;

RRID: SCR_014224

Pymol Schrodinger LLC https://pymol.org/2/; RRID: SCR_000305

Prism 9 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/;

RRID: SCR_002798
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Origin 7 OriginLab https://www.originlab.com/;

RRID: SCR_002815

UCSF ChimeraX Goddard et al., 2018 https://www.rbvi.ucsf.edu/chimerax/;

RRID: SCR_015872

Other

HisTrap FF (5 ml) GE Healthcare Cat#17-5255-01

HiTrap Q FF (5 ml) GE Healthcare Cat#17-5053-01

Superdex 200 increase 10/300 GL GE Healthcare Cat#28990944

Amicon concentrators (10K) Millipore Cat#UFC901024

Amicon concentrators (3K) Millipore Cat#UFC900308
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the lead contact Dinshaw J. Patel (pateld@

mskcc.org).

Materials availability
All reagents generated in this study are available from the lead contact.

Data and code availability
The cryo-EMdensity maps and coordinate files for apo-DNMT5, the binary complex, the pseudo-ternary complex and the quaternary

complex have been deposited in the EM Database and Protein Data Bank and are publicly available as of the date of publication.

Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Bacterial cells
E. coli DH10Bac (Gibco) and BL21(DE3) were grown in LB at 37�C.

Insect cells
Expression of the DNMT5 wild-type and mutants were performed in Trichoplusia ni High Five cells (Gibco) that were cultured in the

Sf-900 II SFMmedia (Gibco) at 27�C. Recombinant baculoviruses were generated using Bac-to-Bac baculovirus expression system

according to manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen). High titer baculoviruses were produced from adherent Sf9 cells cultured in

Grace’s insect medium, supplemented (Gibco) and 10% FBS (GEMINI) at 27�C.

METHOD DETAILS

Protein expression and purification
The gene encoding C. neoformans DNMT5 (residues 58–2377) was codon optimized and synthesized (Genewiz) for insect cell

expression and inserted into pFastBac HT B vector (Gibco) with an N-terminal 63His tag. Recombinant bacmid was generated in

E. coli DH10Bac (Gibco) and then transfected into adherent Spodoptera frugiperda Sf9 cells (Gibco) for recombinant baculovirus

packing. Supernatant containing the baculovirus was collected for reinfection and amplification. Suspension Trichoplusia ni High

Five cells (Gibco) were infected by high titer baculovirus and collected after 72 h infection. The cells were disrupted by sonication

in Binding buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole) supplemented with 1 mM PMSF (phenylmethylsulfonyl

fluoride), 3 mM b-mercaptoethanol and protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich). The recombinant DNMT5 was purified by 5 ml

HisTrap Fastflow column (GE Healthcare) and dialyzed to low salt buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM b-mercaptoetha-

nol). The supernatant was further purified by HiTrap Q FF column and Superdex 200 increase 10/300 column (GE Healthcare). The

pooled fractions were used for subsequent analysis or flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen.
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DNMT5 mutations were generated using the Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit (New England Biolabs) and verified by sequencing.

All DNMT5 mutants were expressed and purified following the same protocol as the wild-type protein.

Cryo-EM sample preparation
For the DNMT5 apo form and binary complex, the purified DNMT5 was mixed with the 36-bp hmDNA, AMP-PNP, SAH at the molar

ratio of 1:5:10:10 in the presence of 2 mMMgCl2 and incubated on ice for 1 h. The mixture was further purified by gel filtration on the

Superdex 200 increase 10/300 column (GE Healthcare) in buffer containing 20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT. The peak

fractions containing DNMT5 complexes were pooled and concentrated at around 0.7 mM (OD280�0.4, OD260/OD280=0.97) for cryo-

EM grid preparation.

For the quaternary complex, the purified DNMT5 was diluted to the final concentration of �0.2 mg/ml and incubated with the

hmDNA, AMP-PNP and SAH at the molar ratio of 1:2:10:10 in buffer containing 20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT,

2 mM MgCl2 for 1 h on ice. The mixture was subject to grid preparation directly without further purification.

The pseudo-ternary complex was prepared as for the quaternary complex except that SAH was changed to SAM and AMP-PNP

was absent.

Cryo-EM data acquisition
3.5 ml peak fractions or incubated complexes were applied onto glow discharged UltrAuFoil 300 mesh R1.2/1.3 grids (Quantifoil) at

�4�C. Grids were blotted for 1.5 s at 100% humidity and flash frozen in liquid ethane using a Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI/Thermo Fisher

Scientific). Images were collected on a Titan Krios G2 (FEI/Thermo Fisher Scientific) transmission electron microscope operating

at 300 kVwith a K3 direct detector (Gatan) using a 1.064 Å pixel size at theMemorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center’s Richard Rifkind

Center for Cryo-EM. The defocus rangewas set from�1.0 to�2.5 mm.Movies were recorded in super-resolutionmode at an electron

dose rate of 20 e�/ pixel/s with a total exposure time of 3 s and intermediate frames were recorded every 0.075 s for a total of 40

frames.

Image processing
For the DNMT5 apo form and binary complex dataset, stacks were motion corrected and 23 Fourier�cropped from a super-reso-

lution pixel size of 0.532 Å usingMotionCor2 (Zheng et al., 2017). Contrast transfer function parameters were estimated by CTFFIND-

4 (Rohou andGrigorieff, 2015). Other steps of cryo-EM data processing were performed by RELION-3 (Zivanov et al., 2018). Particles

were auto-picked without reference and extracted at a 3-fold binned pixel size of 3.192 Å. After two rounds of reference-free 2D clas-

sification, 715,061 particles were selected for 3D classification using an initial model as reference generated by RELION. 325,656

particles from the best two classes were refined, re-extracted to pixel size 1.064 Å and used for consensus 3D refinement. The

resultingmap hadwell-resolved density in the right segment and rather weak density in the left segment of DNMT5, indicating confor-

mational heterogeneity. We tried to perform masked 3D classification on the left segment with the signal of the right segment sub-

tracted from each raw particle image (Bai et al., 2015). The 325,656 density-subtracted particles were subject to 3D classification,

while keeping all orientations fixed at the values determined in the consensus 3D refinementmap. Classification into 8 classes yielded

2major classes that showed good density (Figure S1A). The original and non-subtracted particles from the 2 good classes were used

to perform 3D refinement separately. Postprocessing in RELION-3 (using pixel size 1.064 Å) yielded the final reconstructions at 3.1 Å

for DNMT5 binary complex and 3.3 Å for apo-DNMT5.

The dataset of the quaternary complex was processed by a similar procedure as above. Briefly, 2,439,273 particles were auto-

picked from 2,608 micrographs and 1,700,803 particles were selected for 3D classification after two rounds of reference-free 2D

classification. After three rounds of 3D classification, 23,621 particles from the best class were subject to 3D refinement along

with CTF refinement and particle polishing. The final reconstruction yielded the structure of the quaternary complex with an overall

resolution of 3.5 Å.

For the DNMT5 pseudo-ternary complex dataset, 1,833,397 particles were auto-picked from 2,250 micrographs and 1,172,997

particles were selected for 3D classification after two rounds of reference-free 2D classification. After two rounds of 3D classification,

50,146 particles from the best class were subject to 3D refinement along with CTF refinement and particle polishing. The final recon-

struction yielded the structure of the pseudo-ternary complex with an overall resolution of 3.7 Å.

All resolutions were estimated using RELION post-processing by applying a soft mask around the protein density and the Fourier

shell correlation (FSC)=0.143 criterion (Scheres and Chen, 2012). The local resolution was calculated with RELION-3.

Atomic model building and refinement
The atomic model of the binary complex was de novo built manually in Coot (Emsley et al., 2010) based on the bulky amino acid side

chains in the primary protein sequence. The apo-DNMT5, the quaternary complex and the pseudo-ternary complex models were

built by docking the right and left segments of the binary complex model separately into the cryo-EM maps using UCSF Chimera

(Pettersen et al., 2004) and then rebuilt and confirmed by bulky side chains in Coot. These models were refined by real-space refine-

ment in Phenix (Adams et al., 2010) by applying geometric and secondary structure restraints. Structure figures were prepared with

Pymol (pymol.org), UCSF Chimera and Chimera X (Goddard et al., 2018). Videos were prepared with UCSF Chimera.
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Fluorescence polarization (FP) assay
DNMT5 or DNMT5-DNAmixture used for FP assayswere serially diluted 2-fold in a buffer containing 20mMTris, pH 8.0, 50mMNaCl,

2 mMMgCl2, 2 mMDTT. The DNA binding FP assays were performed in non-binding, black flat-bottom 384-well plates (Greiner Bio-

one) with the final assay volume of 20 ml per well. 6-carboxyfluorescein (FAM)-labeled double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) was generated

by annealing equimolar amounts of sense and antisense oligonucleotides (IDT) using a PCR machine. Serially diluted DNMT5 were

incubated with a final 50 nM concentration of FAM-labeled dsDNA at room temperature (RT) for 20min. Polarizations weremeasured

on a Tecan infinite m1000 microplate reader at an excitation wavelength of 470 nm and an emission wavelength of 520 nm. Scatter

plots of polarizations versus DNMT5 concentration were plotted using Prism 9 (GraphPad) and dissociation constants (Kd) were fitted

with the agonist vs. response variable slope (four parameters) model.

AMP-PNP competition FP assays were performed in medium binding, black flat-bottom 384-well plates (Greiner Bio-one) with the

final assay volume of 20 ml per well. 1 mMDNMT5 was incubated with 100 nM FAM-labeled hmDNA or umDNA on ice for 1 hour. The

2x DNMT5-DNAmixtures were titrated with 2-fold serially diluted AMP-PNP at 1:1 volume ratio. Following a 20min incubation period

at RT, the polarizations were measured as above. The polarization values measured from wells containing DNMT5/FAM-dsDNA (in

absence of AMP-PNP but same volume of buffer added) subtracting the values of only FAM-dsDNA (in absence of DNMT5) were

normalized as 1. The normalized polarizations versus AMP-PNP concentration were plotted using Origin software.

For unlabeled umDNA and hmDNA competition FP assays, DNMT5 and FAM-labeled umDNA or hmDNAwere incubated on ice for

30 min. AMP-PNP or equivalent volume of buffer were added to the mixture and incubated for another 30 min. Then increasing

amounts of unlabeled umDNA or hmDNA were titrated to the samples at 1:1 volume ratio. The final concentrations are 0.5 mM for

DNMT5, 50 nM for FAM-labeled umDNA or hmDNA and 2 mM for AMP-PNP. The polarization values measured from wells containing

DNMT5/FAM-dsDNA (in absence of AMP-PNP but same volume of buffer added) subtracting the values measured from wells con-

taining DNMT5/FAM-dsDNA (with AMP-PNP) competed by the highest concentration of unlabeled dsDNA (100 mM) were normalized

as 1. The normalized polarizations versus unlabeled dsDNA concentration were plotted using Prism 9.

The ATP binding assayswere performed inmedium binding, black flat-bottom 384-well plates (Greiner Bio-one). DNMT5was incu-

bated with 4-fold molar excess hmDNA on ice for 1 hour and then 2-fold serially diluted. In the group without hmDNA, the same vol-

ume of buffer was added. 0.2 mM Fluorescent ATP analog 2’(3’)-O-(N-methyl-anthraniloyl)-AMP-PNP (mantAMP-PNP) (Biorbyt) was

mixed with serially diluted DNMT5 or DNMT5-hmDNA and incubated for 20 min at RT. Fluorescence polarization wasmeasured on a

SpectraMax M5 microplate reader (Molecular Devices LLC) with an excitation wavelength of 355 nm and an emission wavelength of

448 nm. The dissociation constants (Kd) were fitted in Prism 9 (GraphPad) with the agonist vs. response variable slope (four param-

eters) model.

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
Purified DNMT5 was incubated with 4-fold molar excess hmDNA or umDNA overnight on ice and 5-fold molar excess AMP-PNP or

equivalent volume buffer were added to incubate on ice for another 1 h. The final concentration of DNMT5 is �10 mM. SAH was dis-

solved to 200 mM in the same buffer as DNMT5 protein containing 20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 2 mMMgCl2, 5 mM b-mercap-

toethanol. The titrations were performed on an iTC200 MicroCalorimeter (Malvern Panalytical) at 20�C with 300 rpm stirring speed.

Each ITC titration consisted of 20 successive injections with 0.4 ml for the first injection and 2.0 ml for the rest. The resultant ITC curves

were processed using Origin 7 software and fitted according to ‘One Set of Sites’ model with the stoichiometry (n value) fixed at 1 for

valid curve fitting (Turnbull and Daranas, 2003).

ATPase assay
ATPase activity was assessed as described in (Catania et al., 2020). In brief, 30–60 nM of recombinant DNMT5 was incubated in

ATPase reaction buffer (50 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.9, 75 mM KCl, 5% Glycerol, 2 mM DTT, 2mM phosphoenolpyruvate (Sigma),

0.18 mM NADH (Sigma), 0.5 mM ATP, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 U/ml pyruvate kinase (Sigma), 10 U/ml lactate dehydrogenase (Millipore).

DNA substrates were added to a final concentration of 5 mMand the reactions performed at 25�C in a 384 well non-stick clear bottom

plates (Corning 3766). The absorbance at 340 nm and 420 nm were measured using a Tecan Spark 10M. The difference between

340 nm and 420 nm was plotted versus time and the initial rate was calculated in the linear portion of the curve. The rate values

were normalized over the concentration of DNMT5 used in the assay.

To measure ATPase activity in single turnover experiments (Figure S7), ADP produced from the reaction was measured using

ADP-Glo Kinase assay (Promega) following the manual instructions. DNMT5 (1 mM) was incubated for 4 h in methyltransferase

buffer + glucose (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 25 mM NaCl, 10% Glycerol, 2mM DTT, 1 mM Glucose, 5 mM MgCl2) in the presence of

0.5 mM ATP or AMP-PNP in a total volume of 5 ml. 5 ml of Reagent solution was added and incubated for 40 min at RT followed

by addition of 10 ml of Detection solution and incubation for 60 min. The luminescence was detected using a Synergy H1 plate reader

(BioTek). For some of the samples, a pre-incubation step with Hexokinase (36 U/ml, Sigma H-6380) was performed for 1 h at RT

before addition of DNMT5. Free phosphate produced from the reaction was measured using ATPase/GTPase activity assay kit

(Sigma) following the manual instructions. DNMT5 (1 mM) was incubated for 4 h with 100 nM hmDNA (possessing a single mCpG

site), 1 mM ATP or AMP-PNP and 0.1 mM SAM at RT. The reaction mixtures were 20-fold diluted and 40 ml of the dilute solution

was added to clear 96 well flat-bottom plate (Greiner Bio-one). Ultrapure water was included as background blank. Phosphate stan-

dards were serially diluted from 0 to 50 mM. 200 ml detection reagent was added to eachwell and incubated for an additional 30min at
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RT. The absorbance at 620 nm for standards, blanks and test wells were measured on a Tecan infinite m1000microplate reader. The

concentrations of free phosphate were calculated based on the fitted standard curve. The high-sensitivity kit can detect the free

phosphate as low as 0.007 mM.

DNA methyltransferase assay
The DNA methyltransferase assays were carried out as described in (Roth and Jeltsch, 2000) with some modifications. DNMT5

(30 nM) was incubated at RT in methyltransferase buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 25 mM NaCl, 10% Glycerol, 2mM DTT, 1 mM

ATP, 1mMMgCl2) in the presence of 5 mMbiotinylated DNA substrate and 4 mM3H-SAM (PerkinElmer). 5 ml of reaction were removed

at indicated time points and quenched in binding buffer (5 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 M NaCl) containing 10 mM SAM in

10mMH2SO4. At the end of the time course, the reactions were transferred to 96 well streptavidin-coated plates (Sigma- S2577) and

incubated for 30min at RT. The plates were washed 3 times in 200 ml of binding buffer and 3x 200 ml Digestion Buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl

pH 8, 5 mM MgCl2). To release the radioactivity incorporated in the DNA, the plates were incubated with 25U Benzonase Nuclease

(Sigma) in 100 ml Digestion buffer for 1 h at RT. The reactions were then transferred in 3 ml of scintillation liquid (Ultima Gold-Perki-

nElmer) and the radioactivity detected on an LS 6500 scintillation counter (Beckman Coulter). Background signals (reaction without

enzyme) were generally between 3 to 7 CPM. The initial rate values were calculated in the linear portion of the curve and normalized

over the concentration of DNMT5. For the End point assays, the reactions were performed using the same protocol described above

but in the presence of 100 nM DNMT5 and for 4 h.

Single turnover experiments were performed as described above but incubating 1 mM DNMT5 with 100 nM biotinylated hmDNA

(possessing a single mCpG site) at RT and using 1 mM ATP or AMP-PNP.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The number of independent biological replicates for each assay is indicated in the corresponding figure legend. All quantitative data

were presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Data were processed and plotted using Prism 9 and Origin 7 softwares. p values

were calculated with Dunnett’s test applied to a one-way ANOVA analysis using Prism 9. Statistical validations for the final structural

models shown in Table 1 were performed in Phenix (Adams et al., 2010).
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